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A formula for the angular distribution of tritium nuclei produced in the capture of partially 
polarized Jl.- mesons by He3 nuclei is derived taking hyperfine structure into account. The 
dependence of the asymmetry coefficient on the constant describing the induced pseudoscalar 
interaction is investigated. 

ONE of the fundamental questions in the investi
gation of the capture of Jl.- mesons by nuclei is the 
determination of the constants describing the inter
action responsible for this process. The available 
experimental data are compatible with values of 
the constants lying within very wide limits [i]. The 
determination of the constants from the partial 
transition probabilities is made difficult by a lack 
of knowledge of exact nuclear wave functions, while 
the interpretation of data on J1.- capture by nuclei 
accompanied by the emission of neutrons is even 
more complicated. Therefore, of considerable in
terest are such effects as the asymmetry of angu
lar distribution and the polarization of recoil nu
clei in partial transitions. Calculations relating 
to these effects are in many cases almost inde
pendent of the nuclear model used [2]. Moreover, 
their characteristics contain combinations of con
stants which are different from those appearing in 
the probabilities and which are critical with re
spect to the constant of the induced pseudoscalar 
interaction. 

Of particular interest is the investigation of the 
asymmetry of angular distribution of recoil nuclei 
in the reaction 

11- + He3 ---> W + v, (1) 

since here the ranges of H3 are sufficiently great 
to be experimentally observed. The angular dis
tribution of tritium nuclei produced as a result of 
the capture of partially polarized J1.- -mesons in 
the reaction (1) has the form 

dw/dQ~ (1 + ~Pp.cosS), (2) 

where 8 is the angle between PJl. and the direction 
of recoil, and PJl. is the polarization vector of the 
Jl.- -meson which it would have in the triplet state 
in the absence of spin-spin interaction. This quan
tity is simply related to the average value of the 
spin vector F for the mesic atom in the triplet 
state: 

(3) 

The expression for a in terms of the nuclear 
matrix elements and the interaction constants has 
the same form for all nuclear transitions ! - ! 
without a change in parity. By utilizing the Hamil
tonian for the weak V-A interaction [3 J and taking 
into account the induced pseudoscalar, the ''weak 
magnetism" and the relativistic corrections 
~ q/2M, the following formula for a has been 
obtained: 

~=~ ~0+ry 
3 w+{[H + 1/aT - 1/s f2 R] 2 + 4/9 [V2 T + R] 2} +w- [H- T + V2 R] 2 

Here 

H = Cv (1 + q/2M) V3 [000)- Cv Y113 M-1 [110 p], 

T = lCA + (CA -Cp) q/2Mll(1fa{[l011 + V2 [121)} 

+CA V3M-1 [011p], 

R = (CA -Cv (1 + !!p -l!n) q/2MlY113 {[ 1211-J!2 [101)} 

+CvM-1 [111p], (5) 

w + and w _ are the probabilities for finding the 

mesic atom in the triplet and the singlet states 
respectively. 

(4) 

The nuclear matrix elements [000] and others 
are defined in the same way as in the paper of 
Morita and Fujii [3] and we have assumed 

(kvul = !kvu±J. (6) 

The evaluation of the nuclear matrix element ap
pearing in a requires that we know the wave func
tions for He3 and H3• However, this difficulty may 
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be avoided if we make use only of the fact that the 
wave function for these nuclei contains only a 
small admixture of the D-state [4]: 

'll = ~ 122 S•;,) + 8 [24 D·;,), (7) 

where E2 :::::: 0.04. 
The contribution made by the D-state can turn 

out to be significant only because of the S :<= D 
transitions. However, in the basic matrix elements 
such interference effects are absent. They occur 
only in [121] and [011p], which are themselves 
smaller than the basic matrix elements by one or 
two orders of magnitude. Therefore, taking the 
D-state into account yields corrections not greater 
than "' E2• 

If we neglect these corrections, then without 
utilizing the explicit form for the radial wave 
function we can easily obtain 

[101] = -3 [0001, [011 p] = Y1/ 3 [110p], 

M-1 [011p] = (q/2M) [0001, 

[121] = [~11 p] = 0. (8) 

Since all the nuclear matrix elements can be 
expressed in terms of one of them, the asymmetry 
coefficient turns out to be independent of them: 

G~ = Cv, GA = CA -Cv (1 + f-tp- 1-ln) q/2M, 

Gp = [Cp -Cv (1 + 1-lp -f.ln)l q/2M. (10) 

In the case that the populations of the hyperfine 
structure levels for the mesic atom have their 
statistical values ( w + = %, w _ = Y4 ) we obtain 

IX = _!_ (Gv- G A + G p)2 (11) 
2 G~ + 3G~ + G~ - 20 A G p 

The dependence of a on K = Cp I C A calculated in 
accordance with formula (11) is shown in the dia
gram for CA = -1.24 Cy. 

For He3 a possible value [5] is PJ.L "' 0.1 so 
that the effective asymmetry coefficient aP J.L ap
parently turns out to be too small to be measured 
experimentally. 

However, there exists a possibility for consid
erable increase in aPJ.L as a result of utilizing 
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Dependence of the asymmetry coefficient a on K = Cp/CA 
for CA = -1.24Cv taking "weak magnetism" into account. 

polarized He3 nuclei 1). If the target nuclei are 
polarized in the same direction as the J.L- mesons, 
the quantity PJ.L can be increased severalfold. 
Moreover, the numerical value of a will also be 
increased due to the decrease in the probability 
of formation of singlet states. As a result aPJ.L 
will attain a value which can be measured experi
mentally. 

In conclusion the authors express their deep 
gratitude for useful discussions to V. V. Balashov, 
S. S. Gershte1n, B. Pontecorvo, R. M. Sulyaev, 
and Yu. A. Shcherbakov. 

!)In this case in the angular distribution formula (2) there 
will appear an additional term {3P2(cos8) which will not alter 
the ''forward-backward'' asymmetry. 
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